Recently, parallel computing environments have become significantly popular. In order to obtain the benefit of using parallel computing environments, we have to deploy our programs for these effectively. This paper focuses on a parallelization of SCIP (Solving Constraint Integer Programs), which is a MIP solver and constraint integer programming framework available in source code. There is a parallel extension of SCIP named ParaSCIP, which parallelizes SCIP on massively parallel distributed memory computing environments. This paper describes FiberSCIP, which is yet another parallel extension of SCIP to utilize multi-threaded parallel computation on shared memory computing environments, and has the following contributions: First, the basic concept of having two parallel extensions and the relationship between them and the parallelization framework provided by UG (Ubiquity Generator) is presented, including an implementation of deterministic parallelization. Second, the difficulties to achieve a good performance that utilizes all resources on an actual computing environment and the difficulties of performance evaluation of the parallel solvers are discussed. Third, a way to evaluate the performance of new algorithms and parameter settings of the parallel extensions is presented. Finally, current performance of FiberSCIP for solving mixed-integer linear programs (MIPs) and mixed-integer non-linear programs (MINLPs) in parallel is demonstrated.
Introduction
The paradigm of constraint integer programming (CIP) (formal definition of CIP will be presented in Section 2) developed by Achterberg (2007) combines modeling and solving techniques from the fields of constraint programming (CP), mixed-integer programming (MIP), and satisfiability testing (SAT). The paradigm allows us to address a wide range of optimization problems. SCIP is an implementation of the idea of CIP as a branch-cut-andprice framework and is now continuously extended by a group of researchers centered at Zuse Institute Berlin (ZIB), Technical University Darmstadt, and Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nürnberg. SCIP 2.1.0 consists of more than 400,000 non-empty lines of C code and can handle not only MIP, but also pseudo-Boolean optimization problems (Berthold et al., 2009) , mixed-integer quadratically constraint programming problems (MIQCP) (Berthold et al., 2011 (Berthold et al., , 2012 , mixed-integer nonlinear programming problems (MINLP) (Vigerske, 2013) , etc.
SCIP solves CIPs by a branch-and-bound algorithm. Therefore, SCIP is supposed to be a perfect candidate for parallelization. However, it involves a mathematically supercharged tree search algorithm, employing sophisticated algorithms to keep the enumeration effort small as follows: At each subproblem, domain propagation is performed to exclude further values from the variables domains and a relaxation may be solved to obtain a local dual bound. The relaxation may be strengthened by adding further valid constraints (e.g., linear inequalities), which cut off the optimal solution of the relaxation. In case a subproblem is found to be infeasible, conflict analysis is performed to learn additional valid constraints (conflict clauses). Primal heuristics are used as supplementary methods to improve the primal bound, which is used to prune the branch-and-bound tree.
Since parallel computing environments have become significantly popular nowadays, commercial MIP solvers such as CPLEX, Gurobi, and Xpress work in parallel on multi-core desktop computers. The development of FiberSCIP, a parallel version of SCIP on desktop computers, started in 2010. Unfortunately, parallelization was not in the initial design scope of SCIP, though SCIP was designed to be used as a thread-safe library. In order to parallelize the tree search of SCIP internally, one would have to redesign SCIP very carefully in order to keep its plugin-based design structure. On top of that, all developers of SCIP would have to take this parallelism into account. Therefore, we decided to parallelize the tree search for a single problem from "outside", that is, such that each thread uses its own SCIP instance to work on its subproblem. This paper introduces this solver for use on a shared memory multi-core computer in detail. Preliminary computational results already appeared in Koch et al. (2011) (where it was called ug [SCIP/spx]) and on Hans Mittelmann's benchmark page (Mittelmann, 2011) .
There already exist a number of parallel state space search or tree search software frameworks (Goux et al., 2001; Ralphs et al., 2004; Eckstein et al., 2009; van Nieuwpoort et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2011; Bendjoudi et al., 2012) 1 . Especially recent ones are very scalable from a parallel tree search point of view. However, the examples used to show their scalability can often be considered as "easy" for state-of-the-art algorithms, thus not allowing for conclusions about their performance when combined with sophisticated solver implementations. For example, Sun et al. (2011) presented results for scaling up to 4096 processors on the basis of a Traveling Salesman Problem instance with only 25 cities. Further, it can be hard to integrate state-of-the-art solving algorithms into a scalable parallel tree search framework, because the algorithms already exploit very sophisticated tree search methods with shared knowledge and are therefore hard to adjust to an external tree search framework in general.
From a problem solving point of view, parallel implementations of SAT solvers, see Martins et al. (2012) for a good survey, have been solving harder and larger instances than what was possible by state-of-the-art sequential solvers. Regarding MIP solving, Xu et al. (2009) summarized many software packages for solving MIP in parallel. These solvers are categorized in two types, those which are basically build from scratch (Eckstein, 1994; Linderoth, 1998; Bixby et al., 1999; Chen and Ferris, 2000; Chen et al., 2001; Eckstein et al., 2001; Ralphs et al., 2003 Ralphs et al., , 2011 ) and the others which embed an already existing powerful sequential/multi-threaded MIP solver (Mitra et al., 1997; Shinano et al., 2003; Nwana et al., 2004; Shinano and Fujie, 2007; Shinano et al., 2008; Bussieck et al., 2009; Shinano et al., 2012) . Only a very few members of the latter category obtained competitive problem solving results when compared to state-of-the-art sequential programs at their time. One exceptional case is Bixby et al. (1999) , which solved two open instances to exploit parallelism and a new branching variable selection rule. To the best of our knowledge, only GAMS/CPLEX/Condor (Bussieck et al., 2009) and ParaSCIP (Shinano et al., 2012) solved successfully several open instances from the popular MIPLIB2003 and MIPLIB2010 instance libraries (Achterberg et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2011) by using massively parallelized MIP solvers. Our approach to build FiberSCIP is to parallelize tree search from "outside" of SCIP by dynamically splitting up the search tree and maintaining each subtree in a separate SCIP instance. SCIP's sophisticated tree search is performed in each SCIP solver, thereby directly benefiting from the state-of-the-art solving techniques of SCIP. Only the distribution of open subproblems to SCIP solvers is controlled from "outside", thereby trying to balance the workload effectively. An obvious disadvantage is that parallelization from "outside" leads to an inevitable overhead. ParaSCIP, which parallelizes SCIP for massively parallel distributed memory computing environment also from "outside", has been run by using up to 7,000 cores on the supercomputer HLRN II 2 (Shinano et al., 2012; Koch et al., 2012) . Since ParaSCIP targets on solving very hard instances, where the overhead could be neglected, FiberSCIP is intended to run on a normal desktop computer with multi-core processor(s). Therefor, implementing an "outside" parallelization with low overhead on desktop computers is challenging, but also brings several advantages. That is, FiberSCIP virtually gives a development environment for ParaSCIP, because the both solvers are implemented in the same software framework, named Ubiquity Generator (UG) framework 3 . Thus, algorithmic improvements done for FiberSCIP can be used directly in ParaSCIP and FiberSCIP can be used to gain some insight into the performance of ParaSCIP. Further, since parallelization is done from "outside", effects of different parallelization strategies can be investigated more clearly and SCIP solver developers can concentrate on improving algorithmic or mathematical technique within SCIP without caring about parallelization aspects.
Even if the parallelization feature is completely separated, the evaluation of the performance of parallel MIP or MINLP solvers on actual computers is difficult. This paper will illustrate these difficulties and investigate their source. The following sections are organized as follows. First, we formally define the problem classes CIP, MIP, and MINLP, and introduce SCIP briefly. Next, we explain main concepts of the UG framework, its instantiation in form of FiberSCIP, and the implementation of deterministic parallelism. After that, extensive computational experiments investigate various aspects of the performance of FiberSCIP. We finish with some concluding remarks.
SCIP
SCIP is the implementation of the idea of CIP. CIP is formally defined as follows:
Definition 1 (constraint integer program). A constraint integer program (CIP) is a tuple (C, I, c) that encodes the task of solving min{ c, x : C(x), x ∈ R n , x I ∈ Z |I| }, where c ∈ R n is the objective function vector, C = {C 1 , . . . , C m } specifies the constraints C j : R n → {0, 1}, j ∈ [m], and I ⊆ [n] specifies the set of variables that have to take integral values. Further, a CIP has to fulfill the condition
where C := [n] \ I and k ∈ N.
Condition (1) states that the problem becomes a linear program when all integer variables are fixed. Thus, if the discrete variables are bounded, a CIP can be solved, in principle, by enumerating all values of the integral variables and solving the corresponding LPs.
A CIP where all constraints are linear is a mixed-integer linear program (MIP):
Definition 2 (mixed-integer linear program). A mixed-integer linear program (MIP) is given by a tuple (A, b, c, I) with matrix A ∈ R m×n , vectors b ∈ R m and c ∈ R n , and a subset I ⊆ [n]. The task is to solve min{ c, x : Ax ≤ b, x I ∈ Z |I| }.
Extending the definition of MIP towards nonlinear objective and constraint functions leads to the class of mixed-integer nonlinear programs (MINLPs):
Definition 3 (mixed-integer nonlinear program). A mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) is given by a tuple (c, g, I) with vector c ∈ R n , a function g : R n → R m , and a subset I ⊆ [n]. The task is to solve min{ c, x : g(x) ≤ 0, x I ∈ Z |I| }.
Unlike MIP, MINLP is in general not a special case of CIP, since the nonlinear constraint g(x) ≤ 0 may forbid a linear representation of the MINLP after fixing the integer variables, i.e., (1) would be violated (unless I = [n] ). However, the main purpose of condition (1) is to ensure that the problem that remains after fixing all integer variables in the CIP can be solved efficiently. For practical applications, a spatial branch-and-bound algorithm that can solve the remaining nonlinear program within a finite number of steps up to a given precision is sufficient.
SCIP solves MIPs and MINLPs by a branch-and-bound algorithm that utilizes an LP relaxation for bounding. For a MIP, the LP relaxation is readily given by dropping the integrality restrictions from (2). For a MINLP, the LP relaxation is constructed by computing for each function g j (x), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, linear functions that underestimate g j (x) for all x within the current variable bounds, see also Vigerske (2013) for details. The "convexification gap" between the underestimator of g j (x) and g j (x) itself depends on the width of the domain of the variables involved in g j (x). Thus, to close this gap, branching on any variable that is involved in g j (x) may be applied.
As the variety of different problem types indicates, SCIP a very flexible framework. This is a result of the chosen design. SCIP follows a plugin design which allows for easy customization. This is very handy for the "outside" parallelization, which is introduced in this paper. As a consequence of the design, SCIP is a constraint based system. Each type of constraint is handled by a so-called constraint handler. For MIP instances this can be a disadvantage, since no central matrix exist as it is common for pure MIP solvers. On the other hand, this allows for easy extension to other problem classes. Since FiberSCIP parallelizes the tree search from the "outside", any problem class which is solvable with SCIP can be handled in parallel without additional work as long as branching is performed on variables only.
ParaSCIP and FiberSCIP
ParaSCIP and FiberSCIP have been developed by using a single software framework: Ubiquity Generator(UG) framework. UG is written in C++. Fundamental mechanisms required to parallelize tree search based MIP/MINLP solvers are provided by UG. Thus, the basic concept of UG is to abstract from an actual MIP/MINLP solver and communication library and to provide a framework that can be used, in principle, to parallelize any powerful stateof-the-art MIP/MINLP solver on any computational environment (shared or distributed memory, multithreading or massively parallel). For a particular MIP/MINLP solver, only the interface to UG in form of specializations of base classes, as provided by UG, needs to be implemented. Similarly, for a particular communication library (e.g., MPI), a specialization of an abstract UG class is necessary.
Basic concept of having two parallel extensions
Generally, parallel tree search based solvers have three running phases, see also Ralphs (2006) and Xu et al. (2009) : the ramp-up phase is the time period from the beginning until sufficiently many branch-and-bound nodes are available to keep all processing units busy the first time, the primary phase is the period between the first and last time all processing units were busy, and the ramp-down phase is the time period from the last time all processing units were busy until problem solving finished 4 . UG provides several ramp-up mechanisms to shorten the ramp-up phase, a dynamic load balancing mechanism for all three phases, and a check-pointing and restarting mechanism (see Shinano et al. (2012) ) as generic functionality.
The message passing functions used in UG are limited to the least necessary and are wrapped within a base class. Therefore, adding support for an additional parallelization library should be easy. The most used libraries for implementing distributed parallel programs are MPI (Message Passing Interface) implementations. The virtual functions in the base class provided by UG can be mapped straightforward onto corresponding MPI functions. Pthreads is a popular library that is used to make multi-threaded programs and the UG specialization for Pthreads uses a simple message queue implementation. From the UG framework point of view, a particular instantiated parallel solver is referred as:
ug [a specific solver name, a specific communication library name].
Using this notation, ParaSCIP is ug [SCIP, MPI] and FiberSCIP is ug [SCIP, Pthreads]. As ParaSCIP already existed, the realization of FiberSCIP only required to add code to interface with Pthreads as communication library. Note that UG framework is not restricted to SCIP, which can be replaced by any other thread-safe solver.
One of the motivations to have both FiberSCIP and ParaSCIP is to have a systematic development environment for a large scale parallel branch-and-bound based solver based on SCIP. While FiberSCIP has completely the same generic parallelization mechanism as Para-SCIP, FiberSCIP (as a single process program) is much easier to debug than the MPI based ParaSCIP. For example, moving the communication point, see Section 3.4, was only possible due to the availability of FiberSCIP, since it leads to large debugging efforts. Further, also non-deterministic behavior leads to difficulties for debugging, as it may prohibit consistent reproducibility of a faulty program flow. Therefore, a deterministic parallel execution capability was introduced to UG when implementing FiberSCIP. 
Parallelization mechanism provided by UG
UG provides a common parallelization mechanism that works in both ParaSCIP and Fiber-SCIP. The latter has two types of threads. One is the LoadCoordinator which makes all decisions about the dynamic load balancing, the other is the Solver which solves subproblems. In the beginning, the LoadCoordinator reads the instance data for a MIP/MINLP model which we refer to as the original instance. This instance is presolved directly inside the LoadCoordinator. Different techniques try to fix or tighten variables, tighten constraints and detect and remove redundancies, for details see Achterberg (2007) . The resulting, typically smaller, instance will be called the presolved instance. Note that the presolved instance is always converted to a minimization problem. The presolved instance is extracted from the SCIP environment, is broadcasted to all available Solver threads, and is embedded into the (local) SCIP environment of each Solver. This is the only time when the complete instance is transferred. Later, only the differences between a subproblem and the presolved problem will be communicated. Figure 1 illustrates this initialization procedure. At the end of this initialization, all Solvers are instantiated with the presolved instance.
After the initialization step, the LoadCoordinator creates the root node of the branch-and-bound tree. Each node transferred through the system, we call such a node ParaNode, acts as the root of a subtree. The information that has to be sent consists only of bound changes of variables between the presolved instance and the subproblem which gets transferred. For the initial root node there is no difference between the presolved instance and the subproblem, thus it contains only administrative information such as a ParaNode identifier.
All nodes which are transferred to Solvers are kept in the LoadCoordinator with their solver statuses until the corresponding solving process terminates. The Solver which receives a new branch-and-bound node instantiates the corresponding subproblem using the presolved instance (which was distributed in the initialization step) and the received bound changes. After that, the Solver starts working on the subproblem.
UG has two kinds of ramp-up mechanisms.
Normal ramp-up Active Solvers, which are the ones that already received a branch-andbound node, are solving this subproblem by alternately solving nodes and transferring half of the child nodes back to the LoadCoordinator. The LoadCoordinator has a node pool to keep unassigned nodes, from which it assigns nodes to idle Solvers as long as an idle Solver exists. Even if none exists, the LoadCoordinator still keeps collecting nodes from Solvers until it has p "good" (promising to have a large subtree underneath) unassigned nodes in its node pool. Here, p is a run-time parameter of UG, which in case of FiberSCIP is set to half of the number of Solver threads as default. When the LoadCoordinators node pool accumulated p "good" nodes, it sends a message to quit sending nodes to all Solvers.
Racing ramp-up In this mechanism, the LoadCoordinator sends the root branchand-bound node to all Solvers and all Solvers start solving the root node of the presolved instance immediately. In order to generate different search trees, each Solver uses a different variation of parameter settings, branching variable selections, and permutations of variables and constraints. As shown in Koch et al. (2011) , the latter can have a considerable impact on the performance of a solver. Due to these variations, we can expect that many Solvers independently generate different search trees. However, an incumbent solution found by one of the Solvers is broadcasted to all other Solvers and is used to prune parts of the Solvers search trees. Under certain criteria, involving the duality gap and the number of open nodes of each Solver, a particular Solver is chosen as "winner" of the racing stage. All open nodes of the winner Solver are then collected by the LoadCoordinator and a termination message is send to all other Solvers. Next, the collected nodes are redistributed to all idle Solvers. If the winner Solver did not provide enough nodes, UG changes its strategy to normal ramp-up. If a Solver solves the complete problem during racing stage, the LoadCoordinator terminates all Solvers and the solving process is finished.
Racing ramp-up has been designed to run on large scale distributed memory computing environments. In such an environment, normal ramp-up can take much time, i.e., many Solvers stay idle until the ramp-up finishes. We note, that racing ramp-up has already been considered in Mitra et al. (1997) and Nwana et al. (2004) . In order to use it with stateof-the-art MIP solvers on large scale distributed computing environments, our extended implementation can switch to the second stage seamlessly without waiting for all Solvers to terminate the first stage and can switch to normal ramp-up adaptively. Although the racing stage in racing ramp-up, which can be considered as a "learning" or "tuning" process, is a sequential process, all Solvers become active immediately after the LoadCoordinator finished presolving. There are many ways when and how to choose the winner and how to distribute the branch-and-bound nodes of the winner. The racing ramp-up configuration of FiberSCIP will be explained in detail in the beginning of Section 4.4.
Load balancing for MIP solving highly depends on the primal and dual bounds (upper and lower bounds on the optimal value, since the presolved instance is always a minimization problem), which are updated during the solving process. The primal bound is given by the value of the best solution that has been found so far during the solving process. If one of the Solvers finds an improved solution, this solution is sent to the LoadCoordinator, which distributes the updated primal bound or the new solution to all other Solvers, which will then immediately apply bounding, hence, prune all nodes in its search tree that cannot contain any better solution anymore, which is proven by the node dual bound.
Periodically, each Solver notifies the LoadCoordinator about the number of unexplored nodes in its SCIP environment and the dual bound of its subtree; we call this information the solver status. The dual bound is a proven lower bound on the objective function value of the best solution in that subtree. It is derived from the linear programming relaxations at the individual nodes. At the same time, the Solver is notified about the lowest dual bound value of all nodes in the node pool of the LoadCoordinator, which we will refer to as BestDualBound. Note that this does not include nodes that are currently processed by any Solver.
If a Solver is idle and the LoadCoordinator has unprocessed nodes available in the node pool, the LoadCoordinator sends one of these nodes to the idle Solver. To handle situations in which several solvers become idle at the same time, the LoadCoordinator should always have a sufficient amount of unprocessed nodes left in its node pool. This ensures that the Solvers are kept busy throughout the computation, thus minimizing idle time. In order to keep at least p "good" nodes in the LoadCoordinator, we introduce the collecting mode, similar to the one introduced in Shinano et al. (2008) . We call a node good, if the dual bound value of its subtree (NodeDualBound) is close to the dual bound value of the complete search tree (GlobalDualBound) .
If the LoadCoordinator is not in collecting mode and it detects that less than p good nodes with
are available in the node pool, the LoadCoordinator switches to collecting mode and requests selected Solvers that have nodes which satisfy (3) to switch also into collecting mode. The selection is done in ascending order of the minimum lower bound of open nodes in the Solvers. The number of selected Solvers increases dynamically depending on the time that the node pool in the LoadCoordinator has been empty. If the LoadCoordinator is in collecting mode and the number of nodes in its pool that satisfy (3) is larger than m p · p, it requests all collecting mode Solvers to stop the collecting mode. Note that m p is a runtime parameter and is set to 1.5 as a default value.
If a Solver receives the message to switch into collecting mode, it changes the search strategy to either "best estimate value order" or "best bound order"(see Achterberg (2007) ) depending on the specification of UG run-time parameters. It will then alternately solve nodes and transfer them to the LoadCoordinator. This is done until the Solver receives the message to stop the collecting mode. If a node of the branch-and-bound tree is selected to be sent to the LoadCoordinator, the corresponding Solver collects the bound changes of that node w.r.t. the presolved instance, transfers the differing bounds to the LoadCoordinator, and prunes the node from the subproblem's branch-and-bound tree.
The most crucial issue for the load balancing mechanism is to avoid solving useless subproblems. Consider the situation that a Solver is solving a subproblem N for which the dual bound is already quite large. An improvement in the primal bound will then cause all nodes of this subproblem to be pruned. The Solver can detect this situation locally using the best dual bound value of all nodes in the node pool of the LoadCoordinator (BestDualBound). In this situation, the Solver requests another node from the LoadCoordinator while still continuing to solve the current node. After the LoadCoordinator sent a new node to the Solver and restored the solving node N in its node pool, the Solver stops the solution process and restarts with the new node. The solution of node N is "delayed". Note that in case that there is no node available in the LoadCoordinator, the Solver keeps continuing to solve node N. Further, note that the Solver takes a coordinating role here. Reasons for this exceptional behavior is that, first, the Solver can detect such a situation earlier than the LoadCoordinator, which has only delayed information, and, second, that it simplifies the process in cases where many Solvers get into a similar situation.
The termination phase starts when the LoadCoordinator detects that the node pool is empty and all Solvers are idle. In this phase, the LoadCoordinator collects statistical information from all Solvers and outputs the optimal solution and the statistics.
Difference between ParaSCIP and FiberSCIP
As already mentioned, the fundamental difference between ParaSCIP and FiberSCIP is the communication library. However, also the initialization of the Solvers with the presolved instance is different. Since FiberSCIP runs on a shared memory machine, a pointer to the SCIP environment can be moved between threads easily and the presolved instance is created by using the problem copying functionality of SCIP. Therefore, extensions of SCIP by user-defined constraint handlers can be used straightforwardly in FiberSCIP. ParaSCIP can also handle the large classes of problems that are implemented in SCIP. However, since the Solvers do not share the same memory, they have to be initialized either by transferring a serialized form of the presolved instance from the LoadCoordinator or by reading the original problem from file and running presolve on the Solver side. Future versions of ParaSCIP will offer further possibilities.
The point of communication in ug [SCIP, *]
We define the communication point as a function called in a Solver, in which a series of communications between the LoadCoordinator and the Solver are done by message passing including a sending message operation from the Solver side. Since several communication points have a risk to introduce an opportunity for dead-locks, both Para-SCIP and FiberSCIP are restricted to use only one communication point, even though the UG framework does not have this restriction.
Originally, the communication point was limited to the time when a branch-and-bound node was selected for processing. That means, at that point in time, the decision has to be made whether this node is solved or passed to the LoadCoordinator. Note that this is the only time during branch-and-bound node processing where the LoadCoordinator can communicate with a Solver by sending a message, e.g. to interrupt the current solving process. However, it also means that no communication between the LoadCoordinator and a Solver can happen during the processing of a branch-and-bound node, so that vivid response to a request message from the LoadCoordinator may not be possible. This delay can sometimes lead to useless computations. For example, when the LoadCoordinator has decided a winner Solver during racing ramp-up, it sends a request message to interrupt the computation in all Solvers other than the winner. As the Solvers delay reception of these messages, they first finish processing of their current branch-and-bound node before discarding their current subproblems.
To allow for more frequent communication, we added additional communication points. These are after every variable bound change, every solve of the LP relaxation, every modification of the LP, or finding of a new incumbent. This leads to very different communication patterns between the LoadCoordinator and Solvers compared to previous implementation. Now, expensive node solving may be interrupted earlier due to pruning.
Implementation of deterministic parallelism
When a user of UG has a brilliant idea for improving performance, e.g., by transferring more information inside a ParaNode, FiberSCIP is a suitable development environment due to its easier debugging possibilities. However, non-deterministic behavior can still make testing and debugging difficult and inefficient. Even though technology like deterministic multiprocessor replay, which can be used to debug non-deterministic programs, is getting more practical (Montesinos et al., 2009) , it fundamentally still needs too much resources to apply it to general MIP/MINLP solvers. Therefor, adding the possibility to execute FiberSCIP deterministically is an essential feature for debugging.
Another motivation for implementing a deterministic parallelism in UG is the hope that computational experiments in deterministic mode can be used to predict performance improvements in non-deterministic execution mode. Note, that in the development of SCIP, even small improvements in geometric mean running time for a set of benchmark instances are, in general, crucial to accept a new feature. If repeated runs of FiberSCIP with the same parameter settings and the same computing environment but non-deterministic behavior produce computational results with more than, say, 10% variation in geometric mean, we have to evaluate the effectiveness of the new feature by averaging the value of several repeated runs. If a deterministic execution could be used to predict the average running time of several non-deterministic runs, the amount of necessary computational experiments could be reduced. However, we note that also with deterministic behavior, several repeated runs of a solver, each using a different random seed or permutation of variables and constraints, on a set of instances may be necessary to get a clear picture of the performance improvement that can be expected by a new feature (Koch et al., 2011) .
Deterministic parallelism is also one of the most important features of commercial optimization solvers, because a user of a solver expects that repeated executions on the same computer generate the same results. Therefore, commercial optimization solvers such as Cplex, Gurobi, and Xpress have a deterministic option, which is also enabled by default. For all of these solvers, deterministic parallelism is implemented based on their shared memory computing environments. However, since UG is intended to run also on distributed memory computing environments, a new mechanism to implement deterministic parallelism had to be introduced. As UG has an inherent non-deterministic behavior, its deterministic option realizes a weak deterministic parallelism (Olszewski et al., 2009) , that is, the program is still executed in a non-deterministic way, but it ensures that repeated runs with the same parameter settings and on the same computing environment generate always the same search tree and give the same optimal solution.
In UG, all communications are done between the LoadCoordinator and the Solvers. Therefore, all messages are serialized in the LoadCoordinator. A basic idea to implement deterministic parallelism is to ensure that messages between LoadCoordinator and Solvers are in the same order in repeated runs. One tool needed to realize this deterministic behavior is a deterministic timer, which is called deterministic clock in Olszewski et al. (2009) , and which is a counter to indicate progress of computation in a Solver. Ideally, intervals of the counter are distributed almost uniformly with respected to wall-clock time. However, since it is difficult to have such an ideal deterministic timer with SCIP, a counter for the number of communication point calls is used as deterministic time. Although the intervals of the calls are not uniform, it is called frequently. Another tool is a token that is circulated among Solvers via the LoadCoordinator in a predefined order. Solvers can execute until reaching specific points of time in deterministic time. If the Solver reached such a point, it has to wait until it receives the token. Once it got the token, it can do a series of message passes and then hands over the token to the next Solver via the LoadCoordinator. If an idle Solver receives the token, it passes it on immediately. This token circulation mechanism is similar to the one of Liu et al. (2011) . We note the following points: First, the token is not sent to the next Solver directly, but it is sent as an ordinary message via the LoadCoordinator, thus it does not require a shared memory architecture. Second, the general parts of token passing and deterministic timer are implemented in the UG framework, while the actual deterministic timing mechanism is specialized for each solver.
Computational results
FiberSCIP is intended to run on a shared memory computing environment with small scale parallelization and only a few hours of computing time. Therefore, all computational experiments conducted in this paper have a two hours time limit. The objective of the computational experiments is not only to analyze the performance of FiberSCIP, but also to point out difficulties of performance evaluation.
At first, we analyze the fundamental overhead of FiberSCIP compared to SCIP and give baseline sequential computational results for comparison. Second, in order to clarify the effects of using several Solver threads, we present computational results when omitting parallel tree search. Finally, we evaluate our parallel tree search computational results for solving MIPs and MINLPs with four and eight Solver threads. For MIP, we also present results when using deterministic parallelism.
For all our experiments we present the following numbers:
• The "geometric mean (solved: n)" is computed w.r.t. the n instances that are solved in all runs within one experiment. It is given for the number of search nodes and for the running time.
• The "geometric mean (all)" of time is computed w.r.t. all instances, where aborts and timeouts are accounted with the time limit of 7200 seconds. Note, that we omit this measure for the number of search nodes, since it is not clear how aborted instances should be accounted.
• The "solved/timeout/abort" rows shows the number of solved instances, the number of instances that hit the time limit, and the number of aborted instances.
• The "speedup (solved: n)" is computed w.r.t. the n instances which are solved in all runs within one experiment.
The detailed computational results are given in the Appendix.
Setup for computational experiments in MIP solving
Computational experiments were conducted on 40 PowerEdgeTM 2950 computers, each equipped with two Quad-Core Xeon E5420 CPUs at 2.5 GHz and 16 GB RAM. The 87 instances of the benchmark set of MIPLIB2010 (Koch et al., 2011) are used for the computational experiments. Table 6 in Appendix shows for each instance the total number of variables, the number of constraints, and the number of variables of certain type in the original and presolved problem. For the latter, the table also shows the product of the number of variables and number of constraints, which will serve as a rough and simple estimate for the certain memory usage.
We used SCIP version 2.1.1 in default settings, except that we set the time limit in the Chvátal-Gomory separator to infinity to prohibit a non-deterministic behavior of this SCIP 
In order to standardize memory usage of each Solver thread, we assume 2GB of RAM for each Solver thread and therefor set the SCIP option limits/memory to 1600 (the memory usage of the LP solver cannot be measured). As a consequence, SCIP switches the search strategy to depth first search when the memory usage of SCIP (excluding the LP solver) reaches 80% of 1.6GB.
Fundamental overhead of FiberSCIP
Even if FiberSCIP runs with only one Solver thread, the original instance is presolved twice in default settings, once in the LoadCoordinator and once in the Solver. In order to clarify the communication overhead between the LoadCoordinator and the Solver, we also conducted computational experiments where presolving in the LoadCoordinator was prohibited. Table 1 summarizes the computational results of sequential runs executed by SCIP, Fiber-SCIP without presolving in the LoadCoordinator, and FiberSCIP with double presolving (in the LoadCoordinator and in the Solver). Figure 2 visualizes the speedup of the one thread FiberSCIP runs w.r.t. SCIP for all solved instances (56 in total). We see, that FiberSCIP with one presolve usually takes the same computing time as SCIP. The number of nodes processed by SCIP and that of FiberSCIP with one presolve is expected to be completely the same. However, Table 8 shows differences for only three instances (timtab1, triptim1 and zib54-UUE). As FiberSCIP installs additional plugins into SCIP (e.g., event handler), its memory usage is slightly different, which seems to cause this difference. That is, due to different amounts of allocated memory, computations that get close to the specified memory limit may change the node selection strategy to depth first search at different points of the search. FiberSCIP (with single presolving) took basically the same computing time in geometric mean, which indicates that there is almost no communication overhead between the Solver and the LoadCoordinator. Note that FiberSCIP solves one more instance (zib54-UUE), shortly before hitting the time limit (Table 8) . Analyzing this issue more carefully reveals that FiberSCIP changes to depth first search earlier due to reaching the memory limit (see Section 4.1), which is resulting in a better performance here. Figure 2 also shows that FiberSCIP with double presolving works different to SCIP, one can observe both speedups and slowdowns depending on the instance. These differences result from the additional presolving in the LoadCoordinator and therefore the Solver gets a changed instance. This leads to a 7% increase in the geometric mean of the computing time when using FiberSCIP with double presolve compared to SCIP using one thread. But to avoid repeating the same preprocessings steps multiple times when using multiple Solver threads and also to keep the memory consumption as small as possible, double presolving was decided to be the default setting in FiberSCIP. Using it with one Solver thread will serve us as the baseline for comparisons with the runs that use multiple Solver threads.
Omitting parallel tree search
We conducted two computational experiments running FiberSCIP in racing stage throughout the whole computation, meaning that the ramp-up phase is never left and thus the parallel tree search is omitted. First, we were disabling communication of the incumbents, whereas it was enabled in the second experiment. The SCIP parameter settings for each racing Solver is a combination of the emphasis settings "off", "fast", "default", and "aggressive" for the different groups of components like primal heuristics, presolvers, and separators. Exactly one Solver ran with SCIP's default settings.
Racing without communication of incumbents
In this subsection, we are evaluating the possible speedups when omitting communication of incumbents. Independent sequential Solver threads ran in parallel with different parameter settings. Theoretically, an increase in the number of threads should result in a better overall performance w.r.t. the running time and the number of solved instances. The choice of the winner is basically deterministic, though several highly competitive Solvers could introduce non-determinism. Table 2 summarizes the results for racing without communication of incumbents when using one (which gives the baseline), two, four, six, and eight threads. From an algorithmic point of view, a higher number of independent Solver threads should lead to a monotonous decrease in minimal computing time and an increase in solved instances, but the results for using six threads show nearly the same overall performance in speed, i.e., a factor of only 1.008, and the number of solved instances compared to one thread. For eight threads we even encounter less solved instances and a slowdown by a factor of 0.854. Even though the Solver threads do not interact logically with each other, their actual parallel execution in a single machine increases the number of context switches by the operating system and can lead to more frequent major or minor page faults, cache misses, and collisions in memory access. We note that hard disk access for swapping (major page faults) has not been observed. In the following, we aim to clarify these effects further.
In order to investigate the change in performance of the winner solver, we selected the results of the 12 instances where the number of nodes processed is the same in all runs with one, two, four, six, and eight threads (marked by '(i)' in Table 9 ). We assumed that an increase in memory access latency due to using more threads on the same machine is mostly responsible for the slow down effect. The latency is related to the fundamental memory usage of the solver. As an indicator of the memory usage, we use the product of number of variables and number of constraints of the presolved instance, see Table 6 , because it is easy to obtain from SCIP and does not change during the solving process (as the actual memory usage does). Figure 3 shows the number of minor page faults for each number of Solver threads, left, and the number of context switches for each number of Solver threads, right, in relation to the memory usage indicator for the 12 instances. While these numbers do not seem to be related to the memory usage indicator, they usually increase with the number of threads. Note that for better visibility we connected data points belonging to the same number of threads.
The left picture in Figure 4 illustrates the speedups for the 12 selected instances. Except for instance ex9 at the far left side of the graph, only slowdowns can be observed when adding more Solver threads. The reason is the increase in the number of minor page faults and context switches.
The right picture in Figure 4 illustrates the speedups for the other 39 instances that were solved in all runs. For these 39 instances, the winner Solver changed when more Solver threads were added. If the performance of each Solver thread would remain the same when changing the amount of solver threads, a speedup should be observed for each instance. For each run, also the geometric mean of the speedups is shown in the figure. We see that in the case of four Solver threads, the best speedup can be observed, while more than four Solver threads lead to a slow down. 
Racing with communication of incumbents
In contrast to the last subsection, we now enabled the communication of incumbents between Solver threads and LoadCoordinator. We expect an overall performance improvement in running time. As execution is now non-deterministic, five repeated runs were conducted for each number of threads. The left-hand side of Table 3 shows the results of only racing with communication of incumbents for four and eight Solver threads, respectively. In both tables, the results of only racing without communication of incumbents for the same number of Solver threads are set as a baseline to clarify the effect of communication. The runs with four Solver threads always solved more instances and lead to an improvement of the geometric mean over all solved instances. The runs with eight Solver threads did not always solve more instances, but the geometric mean running time decreased always. The speedups w.r.t. solved instances are always larger when compared to the results with four Solver threads. However, the mean speedups are calculated w.r.t. 57 instances in case of four Solver threads and only 52 instances in case of eight Solver threads. As long as an instance is solved in the time limit, more Solver threads reduce the solving time, since communication of a newly found incumbent in one Solver may allow to prune branch-and-bound nodes in the search trees of other Solvers.
The right-hand side of Table 3 summarizes the same results for four and eight Solver threads, respectively, except that the baseline result is replaced by the result for one Solver thread (FiberSCIP with double presolving, see Table 1 ). Communicating of incumbents lead in both cases to a decrease of the geometric mean running time and for four Solver threads also to an increase in solved instances. As expected, the performance increases when comparing the results against the runs without communication. For eight threads, we can even overcome the slowdown due to context switches and page faults. Tables 14 and 15 in Appendix show the variations in the number of enumerated nodes and computing times of repeated runs for each instance that was solved. The numbers show a high variation for repeated runs with communication of incumbents. The maximal deviations for nodes is nearly 190%, while it is around 93% for time. This indicates, that doing several repeated runs of a non-deterministic algorithm is crucial in order to measure its performance.
Overall results on racing
Our results illustrate some of the difficulties in doing a parallel implementation which uses all computing resources efficiently. Tables 2 and 3 show that for four Solver threads, the number of solved instances increases by 4.2 and the speedup is 1.150 on average when communicating the incumbents, while they were only 2 and 1.131, respectively, when disabling the communication. For eight Solver threads, the number of solved instances decreases by 0.8 and the speedup is 1.005 in average when communication is enabled, while they were 2 and 0.854, respectively, when using no communication. As expected, only if the gain of parallelization exceeds the decline in a Solver's performance due to the addition of more threads, parallelization can be beneficial.
Parallel tree search for MIP solving
We conducted computational experiments using normal and racing ramp-ups for four and eight Solver threads. Therefor, for the same number of Solver threads, two types of settings were tested. Since FiberSCIP has a non-deterministic behavior, for each setting five repeated runs were conducted. For comparison purpose, additional deterministic runs were performed using four and eight Solver threads (only one run for each setting).
Racing ramp-up is a distinguished feature of UG. Many variations are possible by configuring how the parameter sets are chosen in each Solver and how the racing stage is terminated. The configuration of FiberSCIP as used in this paper is as follows. The SCIP parameter settings for each racing Solver are the same as in Section 4.3. Termination of the racing stage is decided based on the performance of all Solvers. When the LoadCoordinator recognizes that 1. at least for half of the Solvers it received the first Solver status message 6 , 2. a feasible solution has been found, 3. the candidate has more than 300 open nodes, and 4. the elapsed computation time has exceeded 36 seconds (0.5% of our 2 hours time-limit),
6 It is not unusual that a Solver sends a first status message late when some of the emphasis settings has been set to "aggressive". a Solver with best dual bound value is chosen as candidate for the winner Solver. Conditions 1 and 4 are essential, but if Condition 2 is not satisfied, the racing stage is continued until a solution is found, the problem is proven to be infeasibility, or the time limit is reached. If only Condition 3 is not satisfied, the racing stage is terminated when the elapsed time of computation exceeds 1800 seconds (25% of our 2 hours time-limit). The parameters of this termination criteria can be specified via UG options. Tables 16-21 in the Appendix show all computational results for MIP solving for all settings. For non-deterministic runs, we conducted five repeated runs and observed higher variation than in the racing with communication of incumbents experiments from Section 4.3, even when all Solver settings were the same. Figure 5 shows the computing times for all parameter settings with respect to the mean computing time when doing only racing with communication of incumbents. The computing time for racing only is considered as an execution without parallel tree search, because the winner's search tree is generated by a single Solver thread. Figure 5 shows that the effectiveness of racing to choose a good parameter setting is not strong enough to overcome the advantages of a parallel tree search in our current implementation. Further, it shows that parallel tree search should be used after the winner Solver has been chosen, since the combination of racing and parallel tree search leads to better performance in many cases, especially when computing time increases. This trend is even better visible when the number of threads increases. Note that the plot also includes results for settings that are considered disadvantageous for FiberSCIP. Table 4 summarizes the speedups and improvements in number of solved instances for each setting, including those for racing only from Section 4.3. The speedups for n Solver threads are calculated w.r.t. the sequential run with double presolve as baseline as follows:
Geometric mean of computing times of FiberSCIP with n Solver threads Geometric mean of computing times of FiberSCIP with 1 Solver thread Since the number of solved instances changes among several runs with the same setting, we print the number of instances only solved by all multi-threaded runs and the number of instances solved by all multi-threaded runs together with the sequential run in the "Share" columns. The speedups are calculated w.r.t. the instances solved by the sequential and the multi-threaded runs. For each run, we show the minimum, maximum, and average number of instances solved by a multi-thread run. Since most of these numbers are higher than the number of instances solved by the sequential run (58 many), most of the multi-threaded runs solved more instances than the sequential run. Especially for the racing ramp-up settings, the number of instances solved by all multi-threaded runs of one setting are usually higher than the number of instances solved by the sequential run. However, for almost all settings, some instances that could be solved by the sequential run were not solved by at least one of the multi-threaded runs.
Whether normal or racing ramp-up is preferable is not clear. The normal ramp-up shows overall best average speedups but racing ramp-up dominates in the number of solved instances especially when eight Solver threads are used. Also the increase in the average number of additionally solved instances when increasing the number of Solver threads is larger for racing ramp-up (6.4 for four threads to 7.4 for eight threads) than for normal ramp-up (6.6 for four threads to 5.0 for eight threads). A reason might be, that with only a few Solver threads, the effects of tuning w.r.t. a different parameter setting for each thread might not be as strong as when having more threads available. In order to clarify the performance differences, we generated profiles of the number of solved instances w.r.t. computing time, see Figure 6 , where in case of five repeated runs average values were used.
If an instance could not be solved, but a timeout or abort occurred, the solving time was accounted with 7200s. These cases are responsible for "jumps" in the graphs near the time limit, e.g., for the runs with eight Solver thread and normal ramp-up. They indicate that the corresponding configuration makes the solver unstable. For the runs with four Solver threads, racing ramp-up and normal ramp-up seem competitive. In contrast, for eight Solver threads, racing ramp-up even dominates normal ramp-up. These trends supplement the conclusions we have drawn from Table 4 and are the reason why racing ramp-up is the default setting of FiberSCIP.
We also performed deterministic runs to investigate if we can estimate the average results for non-deterministic runs for a specific setting. Such a possibility would be very useful, e.g., to conduct parameter tunings. Table 4 shows that, obviously, all deterministic runs have worse performance than that of a sequential run, especially when the number of threads increases. This is clearly because Solvers have to wait for the token and this waiting time increases when more Solver threads are added. Figures 7 and 8 show the relations between the deterministic and non-deterministic runs w.r.t. average number of enumerated nodes and average computing time for all instances solved by the deterministic runs. For the number of nodes, a good correlation can be observed, indicating the possibility to estimate the number of enumerated nodes in non-deterministic runs by those from deterministic ones. For the solving time, Figure 8 show no clear pattern for the changes in running times, that is, the accuracy is currently not sufficient to estimate the computing times of non-deterministic runs from that of deterministic runs. Figure 9 shows the correlation of relative computing time when doing racing ramp-up w.r.t. that of normal ramp-up between deterministic and non-deterministic runs. For non-deterministic runs, the average computing time of five repeated runs is used. If there were a good correlation, it would indicate that the relative racing ramp-up computing time w.r.t. that of normal ramp-up in non-deterministic runs is preserved when switching to deterministic runs. However, no correlations between them could be identified when looking at both pictures in Figure 9 . Thus, deterministic runs cannot be used to evaluate a parameter setting for non-deterministic runs.
Computational results for MINLP solving
As the experiments for parallel MINLP solving required several fixes in SCIP and were done much later than the ones for MIP solving, we used SCIP 3.0 for the results on MINLP. Further, since we could not install SCIP with all required plugins for MINLP solving (in # of nodes in non-deterministic runs # of nodes in deterministic runs
Racing ramp-up Normal ramp-up Only racing Only racing with comm.
f(x)=x Figure 7 : Relationship of average number of nodes between deterministic and nondeterministic runs for four Solver threads (left) and eight Solver threads (right). Since the MINLPLib includes many trivial instances, we first run all remaining 252 instances with SCIP in sequential mode and then removed those that were solved within 60 seconds (135 instances), as we are interested here in measuring possible gains from running FiberSCIP on instances that are not already solved easily in sequential mode. Further, we removed instances where SCIP in sequential mode aborted (6 instances), reported a wrong optimal solution (9 instances), or could not compute a finite dual bound (16 instances). Table 7 in the Appendix shows for the remaining set of 86 instances the number of variables, number of constraints, and number of variables of certain types for the original and presolved problems. For the latter, we also distinguish between linear and nonlinear constraints. We ran SCIP in sequential mode and FiberSCIP using racing ramp-up with four and eight Solver threads. The computing times are detailed in Tables 22 and 23 and summarized  in Table 5 . Out of the 86 selected instances from MINLPLib, SCIP solved 27 instances in sequential mode and hit the time limit on the remaining ones. With FiberSCIP, instance netmod dol1 was not solved anymore, but up to two additional instances could be solved when using 4 threads and up to three additional instances could be solved when using 8 threads. Unfortunately, we also noted aborts or wrong solutions on up to 10 (4 threads) or 12 (8 threads) instances. In some cases, aborts were due to running out of memory. Note, that when SCIP solves a MINLP, it generates many cutting planes during the branch-and-bound search. Storing these cuts not only for one but for 4 or 8 threads can cost a lot of memory.
Regarding speedup on the number of instances that were solved by SCIP and both runs of FiberSCIP, we observe average factors of 1.78 when using 4 threads and 2.779 when using 8 threads, which are larger speedups than observed for MIP. However, one should not assume that these numbers can be carried over to MINLP in general, since this set of solved instances is heavily dominated by the fo*, no*, and o* instances, which all have there origin in the same application.
Concluding remarks
This paper introduced FiberSCIP, a parallel extension of SCIP, realized via the UG framework. FiberSCIP has been designed to preserve as much of the flexibility of the SCIP framework as possible, that is, extensions to SCIP, e.g., in order to solve further classes of optimization problems, are readily available for parallelization in FiberSCIP. By linking the same code to ParaSCIP, these additional classes can also be handled on large scale distributed memory computing environments.
We have shown quite good performance improvements when using FiberSCIP, especially when considering that parallelization is realized from "outside" of SCIP, i.e., a developer or user of SCIP does have to take care of this parallelization. As for any non-deterministic parallel solver, difficulties emerge regarding evaluation of solver performance and parameter tuning. This paper discussed in detail the performance and behavior of FiberSCIP on challenging MIP and MINLP problems and described a possibility to evaluate parallelization.
There are still many open questions about how to parallelize state-of-the-art solving techniques in a most efficient form. Already racing ramp-up offers a variety of choices, like which parameter settings to use in each Solver thread, when to terminate the racing stage, and how to choose a winner Solver. How to measure the performance of each configuration of parameter settings for SCIP and UG in non-deterministic runs is another open question. To evaluate the performance of FiberSCIP, we conducted several (non-deterministic) runs for each setting, which required a lot of computing resources. Therefor, an open point for future development is the improvement of the deterministic mode in FiberSCIP, so that it can be used to estimate the average behavior of non-deterministic runs. 
Appendix A Benchmark set
The 87 instances of the benchmark set of MIPLIB2010 (Koch et al., 2011) were used for the computational experiments in MIP solving. For MINLP, we used instances from the MINLPLib (Bussieck et al., 2003) instance library, see also Section 4.5. Tables 6 and 7 show the following properties of the MIP and MINLP instances, respectively: Vars.
The number of variables.
Cons.
The number of constraints.
NZs
The number of non-zero elements in constraint matrix.
Bin
The number of binary variables.
Int
The number of integer variables.
Cont
The number of continuous variables.
Impl
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